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PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

I am happy to learn that many of you who are graduated from this great temple of
learning wil be back fo the reunion. This is your college and alumni meet is an ideal
platform to reconnect with each other as also with your illustrious teachers. We as
Ramaiah College of Arts, Science ans Commerce (RCASC) certainly look forward for
your meanin gful contribution from the alumni to the Alma mater including sharing your
valuable and professional expertise with the present students, contribute to the nation
building through knowledgeable, eﬃcient and upright citizens who have imbibed right
values during your tenure at RCASC.
I look forward to meet each one of you on 10th March 2018.

Dr. A. Nagarathna
Professor and Principal

CONVENER MESSAGE
process of registration. Hence, online registration
is provided to alumni students through the
website: www.msrcasc.edu.in. All alumni students
can also register through alumni@msrcasc.edu.in.
Our sincere thanks for the continuous support
from the management, principal, staﬀ, students
and alumni in bringing out this edition.

College takes pride in conducting Alumni Meet
for the 9th consecutive year and releasing the 10th
edition of annual alumni magazine 'Alumni News
Letter 2018'.
It gives us immense pleasure to conduct reunion
of our students. The overwhelming response for
the meet has been encouraging over the years
and we wish to look forward for continuous
association and support.
We would like to inform happily that the Alumni
Association of RCASC is undergoing with the

Mrs. Roopa H. S
Convener of Alumni Committee.

Convener
Mrs. Roopa H S
Committee Members
Dr. Lakshmi Pathi Naidu
Mrs. A. Malathi Palani
Mrs. Aditi A Rao
Mrs. Sohini Gupta
Mrs. Pratibha . S
Dr. Rajeshwari
Mrs. Devika
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That's is when we get to
meet our esteem
professors and teachers
who patiently &

Inception of my College days - A
remembrance

diligently guide us
through the curriculum

Stepping into a post high school graduation has

and impart high end knowledge for what the

never been easy, specially when I hail from a steel

competitive world seeks in the new generation.

town named Durgapur from West Bengal. Initial

We learn year after year and groom but forget to

days were full of anticipation of a new life a new

thank the pioneers who set the stage for us to

beginning. The ﬁrst days in Bangalore and

take on the world.

college were something which I would always

Years after passing out with an experience of

cherish. I loved the brand 'Ramaiah College' and I

several years in corporate looking back to those

loved the environment. I still remember my

good old times we would always cherish our

father talking to the faculty during my admission

good times we had along with the blessed

and left me with some strict coded instructions

acquaintances we had with our teachers. A step

about being disciplined. Seldom though we try

and bow to them for their contributions

to be disciplined during our college days as the
life throws up all good things our way. We

Indranil Mukherjee

indulge in good acquaintances, make new

Bsc 2001 Batch Reg No :022KU012

MBA / MSc
Struggle Makes You Stronger
Yes I am back with my experience of life .... Reader Just take a moment
and think have u ever imagined your life without struggle.....Here
comes one big question mark right ? Imagine if you got what you
want, every time.
No Struggle.
No Hard Work.
No Challenges.
Some of you may be thinking WOW … That would be great… but beleive me You
would be weak!
And then, when something hard comes up in your life, you wouldn't know how to handle it, because
you have never gone through anything that strengthens you.and that time your strength capacity
will be challenged and that time u will be clueless .No one can grow without strugle u just google
about any personality I AM SURE u will get to know how they struggled in their life to be a famous
personality rather than just a human being .You were given this LIFE because you are strong enough
to live it so don't you give up.You have a purpose in this world.And you will only ﬁnd it if you keep
going and keep GROWING.Strength Grows Out Of Struggle and your successes are based on how
well you overcome your struggles in life.
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Struggle is a clever device through which nature compels humanity, which includes you to develop,
expand and progress. Be h onest with yourself, become as transparent as as crystal clear water and
you will soon ﬁnd your struggles turning into one success after the other. As an human being, you will
face many struggles along the way, many of you will not succeed due to ignoring the tools around
you which can help you, by not choosing a mentor to help you and by your own inability to embrace
your own struggles head on and let nothing and no one get in your way.Always remeber in your life
who you are tommorrow begins with what you do today so stay positive work hard, and make it
hapen
PUT YOUR HEART, MIND ,AND SOUL INTO EVEN YOUR SMALLEST ACTS AND TASTE THE FRUITS
OF SUCCESS .
THANK YOU,

Lakshman Sinha Lucky
MBA (Batch 2012 to 2014)
Currently Working at VIA.COM As a E Commerce Specialist

Calligraphy, the art of beautiful handwriting. The
term may derive from the Greek words for
“beauty” (kallos) and “to write” (graphein).
Calligraphy is an exacting craft, demanding
historical knowledge, a highly developed
aesthetic sensibility
In calligraphy, paper, ink, brush, ink stone,
paperweight, and a desk pad are used.
There are several styles, including Western,
Eastern Asian, Southern Asian, and Islamic. All
calligraphy uses the same basic principals to
create beautiful lettering..
The East Asian tradition of calligraphy originated
and developed in China. The countries that use
East Asian calligraphy are China, Japan, Korea
and Veitnam.
The dynasties of the Qin (221-206 BCE) and Han
(206 BCE-220 CE) represent a crucial era in the
history of Chinese calligraphy. On one hand,
diverse forms of brushed and engraved "ancient
writing" and "large sheal" scripts were uniﬁed
into a standard type known as "small seal (小篆)."
On the other hand, the process of abbreviating
and adapting seal script to form a new one
known as "clerical (隸書)" (emerging previously
in the Eastern Zhou dynasty) was ﬁnalized,
thereby creating a universal script in the Han
dynasty.
Why it was so important,
Before there were PCs to do our composition for
us, individuals relied upon writing by hand. For

formal writings and signiﬁcant pieces, many
individuals depend on calligraphy, which was a
type of excellent and fancy hand-writing.
Calligraphy has been utilized since antiquated
circumstances, and numerous human
advancements joined it into their writings.
Over the years, trends changed.
once anyone with a halfway reasonable
education could write a fair hand. The ﬁrst blow
was the typewriter. Then schools stopped
teaching traditional cursive, because it was too
hard. And now computers, printers, emails and
text messages have rendered the whole business
more or less redundant. Hardly anyone writes
anything meaningful by hand any more.
Shalini B V,
Taxassociate, KPMG
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I didn't know that the happiest moment of my life
happened during my college life
in which made me realized
a lot of things about school life.
At ﬁrst I thought it would just be a normal life
and I did not expect something happened in disguise.
I thought I'll continue to hide in my beehive,
but it seems that the happenings made me alive!
So, I thank those people who made my college life complete.
The friends in which I can say, brings out the real me,
the family in which completes my family tree,
and the teachers who saw the best in me.
College life was a lot of fun,
though problems come as fast as the cheetah runs,
but its what motivates me to do the best I can
and brought me to the end of my college life.
Chetna siwach
Centralized HR services specialist
VMware Software India private limited

Pihu
MBA
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Rashmi P. S
M Sc (ORG-CHEM) 2015-2017

My Journey
THOSE DAYS
I belong to a small village named honaganahalli in
kolar district of Karnataka. My college days are
unforgettable and in fact those days are happy
days in my life. Every student has those days in
their lives as well. I enjoyed myself a lot when I
was in ramaiah .College. I have learned a lot from
my professors.When ever i was wrong they
corrected me. They used to be very friendly with
us. They were very supportive and encouraged
us in all things to grow up in our lives.
Whatever I am today I give all credit to the
Teachers from whom I learnt to live a life worth
life. I cannot forget my teachers Dr .Pushpa H
Head of the department, microbiology and Dr
Snehalatha assistant professor department of
microbiology.
I couldn't possibly just pick one faculty member
who has made the biggest impression on me.
Our teachers have many roles in our lives. Some
have a traditional teaching role - from our
preschool experiences to our postgraduate
experiences. Others may have other roles:
parent, relative, neighbor, youth leader, friend,
sibling, and others. What they all have in
common is the ability to have a meaningful, and
sometimes profound, inﬂuence on our lives and
the directions our lives take. Interestingly, this
inﬂuence most often comes from who they are
rather than what they teach.
“My two years in Ramaiah College of arts,
science and commerce. Especially department
o f m i c ro b i o l o g y we re o n e o f my b e s t
experiences I ever had. It gave me exposure to
various extra-curricular activities along with
great academics. It provided all the facilities and
encouragement needed to attain high in life.
Looking back, I can see my department was
extremely important and a stepping stone in my
c a r e e r. I t a l l o w e d m e t o d e v e l o p m y
interpersonal skills, which are extremely
important in any ﬁeld of work.”
There are two important days in a person's life.
One is the day on which you are born and the
other you learn 'why?' But when you get the
answer to the 'why question' put all your heart to
achieve it, and you will.
As rightly said by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalama,
“diﬃculties in your life do not come to destroy
you, but to help you realize your hidden
potentials and power, let diﬃculties know that
you too are diﬃcult”.
The most important thing which i learned in

R a m a i a h
College is how
to be self
disciplined
“ B e i n g
disciplined
does not mean
l i v i n g
a
restrictive life
style, nor does
it mean giving
up everything you enjoy, or to relinquish fun and
relaxation;
“Self- discipline allows you to reach your goals in
a reasonable time frame and to live a more
orderly satisfying life”
How to become self discipline
Developing self discipline is not an overnight
process, take one step at a time and begin by
making the decision to go forward and learning
what it takes to get there
There is a powerful 10- step formula that you can
use to set and achieve your goals for the rest of
your life
• Decide what you want
• Write it down
• Set a deadline
• Make a list
• Organize your list
• Take action
• Do something everyday
• Practice self- denial
• Get inspiration
• Visualize the rewards.
Self discipline allows you to reach your
goals in a reasonable time frame and to
live a more orderly and satisfying life
When you master self discipline, you;
• take control of your time an life
completely which helps you to
accomplish the things which are most
important for achieving your goals
• get going and keep going ,no matter
what
• overcome procrastination for good
• focus on your most valuable activities
• Develop courage and persistence in
every area of your life so you get what
you want.
We aren't born with self discipline, it's a learned
behavior so work on building yourself discipline
though daily diligence…
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There's no question that teachers can have an
incredible impact on the lives of their students.
G r e a t t e a c h e r s c a n s p a r k i n s p i ra t i o n ,
conﬁdence, and instill values that last a lifetime,
well beyond the conﬁnes of a classroom.
My professors have always been supportive and
guiding me in the right direction. My parents,
family and friends really supported me in the
tough times and always encouraged me to
pursue this dream. I owe this to them.
College" is a land mark in the journey of one's
life. We will enter in to the college with a tender
feel and come out with matured feel.
This institution has given us unforgettable
impressions. Those occasional class bunks,
canteen gossips, late night studies and, life
mantras from teachers and countless other
memories are about to stay in our minds forever.
Fests organizations and extra-curricular
activities organized by the college increased our
exposure and made us conﬁdent and helped us
a lot in striving and becoming what we are today.

The wide range of t asks performed by us has
given us a sense of responsibility towards our
society and raised our conscience. Not only has
this institution given us a tremendous learning
experience, but also given us a chance to
participate in various social and cultural events.
Leaving aside the non scholastic activities, the
lessons taught by our proﬁcient professors have
given us indispensable knowledge and guidance
throughout our session. I am grateful to my
teachers and professors for all their eﬀorts to
make us better persons support us throughout
our college journey.
Current Proﬁle :
Assistant provident fund commissioner (AFSC)
in employees provident fund organisation
(EPFO), a statutory body under ministry of
labour and employment, Govt .of India
Appeared in IAS 2018 interview

"You don't always need a plan.
Sometimes you just need to breathe,
trust, let go and see what happens" Mandy Hale

Bhaskara who got us
familiarised with the course.
The next day we met our
seniors, who had eventually
guided us throughout the
course like our elder siblings.
After just few days of the
start, there were cultural
events being organised and
we had to participate in the
various events. We had a
discussion about this in the
staﬀ room with Krutika mam
and Manjurani mam, this was the ﬁrst time I had
approached Manju mam. As there were less
number of students, compared to other
departments, the department of Organic
Chemistry and Biochemistry was like a big family,
which had parent - like teaching staﬀ and the
students were like the eager - children. Also, the
supporting staﬀ, Puttu Sir and Shyamalamma,
cared about us immensely, though we troubled
them for very little things.

I realised this now, but back then, when
I had just completed my Bachelors, I
wasn't calm at all. I had panic attacks
as soon as my exams came to an end.
But after approaching my mentors,
they had suggested me to take
sometime, think about your likes and
dislikes, based on that decide. After a
lot of thinking, I knew that I deﬁnitely
didn't want to change my ﬁeld, because I realised
the passion for Biochemistry. So, later on my
mentors told me to go for MSc. Biochemistry as it
had a wide scope of career opportunities. Finally
one day I visited M.S. Ramaiah college of arts,
science and commerce and enquired about fee
structures and necessary details. Without much
ado I had decided that I will be pursuing at this
reputed institute.
I still remember the ﬁrst day of my Masters. We
were asked to assemble near the Biochemistry
laboratory. Firstly, Prof. Chennarayappa gave a
brief introduction about the college and the
department, followed by Dr. Vasanth Kumar

Ambrish H S
MSc(MB) – 2015-2017

Prof. Chennarayappa taught us only in the ﬁrst
semester, but never failed to ask how we did our
exams, appreciated when we did something
good and even scolded us when we scored less in
any of our tests. Manjurani mam made the
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metabolism classes interesting and helped us
remember all the complex cycles. Pooja mam
and Priyanka mam, though were with us for a
short period of time, they gave us exposure to
various subjects of Biochemistry. One of the
guest lecturers, Prof. Balasubramanian who had
played a signiﬁcant role in shaping us and
preparing us for the future. His way of teaching
using videos impressed us. Prof. Rajdurai played
role of a friend who guided us through the
p ra c t i c a l s a n d d i s c u s s e d a n u m b e r o f
calculations. This article and the words will not
be suﬃcient to show my heart felt gratitude to
Dr. Vasanth Kumar Bhaskara. From day one, till
the last day of the college he had been our
mentor, who had gone out of the way to make
things easy for us. Even after college he has been
in constant touch and helped to start my career.
Whenever we got lost in our way, Vasanth sir was
right behind us guiding us through the right path.
He was the main reason that we could complete
this two years course successfully.

couldn't pen down, but all together this college
had provided us with a homely environment and
I feel proud to mention that I was a part of this
renowned institute.
Like a roller coaster ride there were ups and
down s in these years and you can't expect life to
be a straight road. The best thing to do is let go
oﬀ these things, learn from one's mistakes and
move ahead with a positive attitude. Nobody
knows what is in store for us, but our job is to
work hard towards our aim and leave the results
to fate. Some people get good jobs soon after
graduation, but for some others it may take a
while. We should be a little patient as it isn't easy
for life science students to succeed. We should
believe in ourselves, never loose hope that good
things will happen and let things fall in line.
Everything will happen at its own pace, life has
plans for us, knowingly or unknowingly we will
reach our goals, because that's how destiny
works. Just be positive and don't let the negative
vibes hold you behind.

Our dearest Principal, Prof. Nagarathna, “Remember no one can make you feel inferior
motivated us constantly. The professors of other without yourself consent” – Eleanor Roosevelt
departments like Microbiology, Biotechnology
Swapna Keeliputti
and Genetics were very approachable. We could
Msc (Bio-Chem) -2015-2017
approach them for any kind of help, they never
failed to help us. There are so many names that I

Education
How our life built from the beneﬁt of education
and excels to generate productive minds. Matter
of fact is that, through education we are more
likely to produce leaders in various areas of our
lives as well as leading others. While in the Indian
scenario we would see the emphasis is on the
education and educating others. There is
downside to it too.
The emphasis on leadership and education is to
educating leaders and empowering them. This
would enhance their abilities and sharpen their
skills. A profound statement is truly said by
Pastor Bill Hybels, “Everyone Wins When a
Leader Gets Better”.
As a student we are guided by our teachers.
They could be our parents, school and college
educators, and elders of our societies, etc. One
true enigma is to understand the knowledge and
wisdom and the wise variance between them.
While we learn to gain a lot of knowledge but the
wisdom part is more from parents or loved ones.

In the process of progress when we are maturing
to take wise decisions, sometimes wrong
choices may torment our career or delays our
upbringing. Here I would like to say, from my past
experience you need to get your strings
attached to the experienced ones in the ﬁeld and
receive good counseling as well.
Being out there in the world of competitions, we
are likely losing focus, but the facts remains the
same. We have to remain standing on our
strengths while pushing the borders to level up
high. In the big stages like college we must make
goals and paths clear to our future and not just
enjoying the stay. This intern saves our post
college life and time as well as helps us achieve
our dreams. While waiting sometime would
frustrate you too. But staying at the right track
and having guidance help us rising in our career
to achieve desired goals.
Subimal Banerjee
MSc - 2012-2014
(Researcher and Educator)
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AND THEN RAMAIAH HAPPENED TO ME …
(two years of life at Ramaiah)

It was my life away from home…
College was very much a paradox for me. College was the most challenging experiences in
my life, and yet one of the best experiences I ever had.
My ﬁrst couple of weeks at Ramaiah was rough and really made me test my strength
(mental and physical). I can remember missing the ﬁrst hour classes as it was truly
challenging for me to wake up early in the morning, massive assignment submission in the
very ﬁrst week of college was no less than a task.
And eventually things started going good, I found that there is a great diﬀerence between
UG and PG. It's a place where we need to be a little more mature than how we were, it's a
place where we create a bigger foundation of our life and it's a place where we ﬁnd and
create ourselves. “ATTENDANCE”, the only reason why students attend lectures, but NO,
here in Ramaiah I really came across some of the best lecturers, DrPushpa H, HOD of
Microbiology deptwas my favorite. It was my UG lecturer who made Microbiology a very
interesting subject for me, but then DrPushpa was the one who made me fall in love with
“micro-organisms”. The way she taught, encouraged and guided us on project in spite of not
keeping well was praiseworthy.

Coming to the most important part of my

Now that it's all over, I miss the naps taken

co l l e g e l i fe,“ M Y C R A Z Y B U N C H O F

in-between the classes, passing messages in

FRIENDS”. When you're away from your

chits, sharing food, the culturals, last minute

family, your friends become your most

photocopies of friend's notes or WhatsApp

important support network. These are the

pics of the notes, wandering around college,

people you turn to on campus when

stalking people, exam pressure and group

something goes wrong but also when

studies, classroom masti, canteen food,

something goes right. My small little gang of

driving together with friends, bunks, pranks,

ﬁve (with Amu, Basi, Varsha and Vin) made

GOSSIPING etc.,

me laugh little louder, smile little brighter

No place however beautiful, can replace

and live a little better. College life without

college.

them was like a plain bread, nothing could

No beautiful sounds can replace the chit

make it special. Whenever I thought I was

chatting and laughter.

the only one who did not study for the

No better place than college.

internals or class test, they always had my

My two years in RAMAIAH happened to be

back. But no matter what, we helped each

the BEST.

other during our ﬁnal exams and
surprisingly all of us came out with good

Anoosha. S

marks as well (though we weren't that

Msc (MB) -2015 –2017

surprised as our teachers).
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B.Com
A New Chapter: College
I began My College career at MS Ramaiah College
of Arts, Science &Commerce in 2011.I have
overcome many obstacles on the journey to
obtaining a University degree. This journey has
been one of the most important in my life, and my
time spent studying at MS Ramaiah College of
Arts, Science & Commerce has been both
Rewarding and eye opening Experience. Over
the course of my time at MSRCASC,I have gained
knowledge as well as the skills necessary to
become successful outside the academic
environment. I have not only grown as a person,
but I have also acquired the foundation for
furthering my formal education and the tools I
will need to shape my career. My education in

ﬁeld of Commerce has provided the grounding
required to synthesize and analyze
information,solve problems that involve critical
thinking, and gain a deep appreciation for the
humanities. However, most importantly,my
education has been fueled with ethical
evaluation that would forever change my outlook
on life.
These were some of the best years of our lives
and my college(MSRCASC) had huge role in
making us a responsible, mature, educated
young adults to face the world.
Mohammed Usaid Kadli
Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com)
Batch (2011-2014)

Myself Yashwanth.B ex-student of MSRCASC as I
graduated in this institution 2012-2015 batch.
I h e a r t i l y co n s i d e r p r i v i l e g e mys e l f to b e
kind,honest,humble and empathetic. To be honest ,I
am one among those people who seek trust in every
one and I'm easily inﬂuenced over it.I'm a
trustworthy guy and the secrets and promises
shared among my friends and family are always
intact.
Firstly I was a stubborn student and moreover I was
considered as an annoying irritating and arrogant student by almost all the teachers both
my school grades and my college grades. To say the truth I always liked the bad path and
was never interested in studying. As said "Each person meets their magical teacher who
changes one's path of education".
Looking above to the context, the teacher (guru) who changed my path was " Sri jayaram
sir".who is the faculty of MSRCASC. He taught me the basics of my, improved my
personality and the way I look upon things. Moreover all my ambitions, desire and
responsibility were transformed to a well versed personality under the guidance of "Sri
jayaram sir". Hats oﬀ to you sir.
See, being such a sick child earlier, I can't believe myself I've developed working hard,
studying as others. I had never tried anything but Jayaram sir believed in me and now is I'm
one of the ought to being an successful graduate. Its never too late, don't deny upon
oneself, ﬁrst believe in yourself and try " Everything is possible". It is true that I am pursuing
my post graduation MBA in RIMS college right now... This Ramiah institution made my life
colurfull. Thank you
Yashwanth. B
BCom -2012-2015
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It is my pleasure to learn in this recognized institution. I feel proud
to be a commerce student for the three years B.com course. All the
teachers and Jayaram sir supported me a lot in each and every
stage with their guidance which helped me to score high marks in
every semester and encouraged me to take part in co-curricular
activities of commerce department and college events.
At last I thank commerce department faculties for kind hearted
support and encouragement to pursue higher studies. Thank you.
Sudhindra Bhat
B. Com - 2014-17

FRIENDS !
Scientiﬁc face: if you make a Million a year and your friends make Rs.
5,00,000 a year then you are happy. If you make a million a year and all of
your friends make more than 2 million a year then you are miserable.
There's a ton of studies. Search Engines are really great at ﬁnding them.
Your friends support you and love you until maybe one or two of them
don't when you have a vision that breaks out of the comfort zone you have
created with your friends, some people will ALWAYS be unhappy.
Does not matter what they were like before then, they cannot even help
themselves. They will try to keep you down. Get back to the ﬁrst step:
AWARENESS.
When you have a Vision that changes the world, focus on that part. Not on what your friends think. I
have seen it happen too many times. They will stop being your friends the second you see something
they don't or can't.
Have friends who can speak of your ﬂaws on your face and your Good behind your back.

Swathi G.R
B.Com 2014-2017

HOW TO WIN OVER ANGER !
Where there is anger, there is usually pain underneath. Anger is a self-gratifying emotion we adopt
so as to avoid uncomfortable feeling like losing control, confusion, fear and sadness.
The more anger you hold in your heart towards the past, the less capable you are of happiness in
the present. As Jennifer Edwards put it, “The beauty of life is that while we cannot undo what is done,
we can see it, understand it, and learn from it and change. So that every new moment is spent not in
regret, guilt, frustration or anger, but in wisdom, understanding, and love.”
Sometimes you don't realize the weight of something you have been carrying until you feel the
weight of its release. Anger is like that. Holding on to anger is like graspering a hot coal with the
intent of throwing it at someone else; you are the one who gets burned said Lord Buddha, how true,
let us win over our anger and help ourselves in spreading happiness in this world.
Swathi G. R
B.Com 2014-17
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BBA
THE EMPLOYEE IS THE KING!!
Gone are the days where organizations believed employer to be the king, nowadays“employee is
the king” of a successful organization.
Industrial Relations is of utmost importance to provide a conducive environment in the present
competitive market scenario. Rapid changes and improvements in technology aﬀect the retention
of competent manpower especially that of the younger generation. “Adapt to changes” pose a great
challenge playing a prominent role amongst today's employees.
According to the recent study, the organizations are focusing on integration of human resources and
creation of an atmosphere of self-involvement to make functioning more conducive. This makes the
role and functions of managers more sensitive, agile and innovative.
This results to 69% (as of 2017) of the companies being actively taking steps to improve the way they
look into the people data, compared to only 10-15% before. If managers are able to eﬀectively
analyze and predict the needs of the employees a ccurately, this will lead the organizations to
become eﬃcient, eﬀective and successful.
The increasing emphasis on employee management and
employee engagement has led to the strong foundation for
progress in the HR landscape like:
• Shift from Employee Engagement to “Employee
Experience”
Integration of engagement, culture and performance
management.
• Race to digitalize HR
Social media
Mobile technology
Bringing your own device (BYOD)
The Cloud technology
Cyber Security
• People Analytics entering organization structures
The people analytics team would be responsible for developing models and dashboards that
will bridge communication gaps between team leaders and senior management. Governance
teams will be erected to ensure the security, coordination and privacy of employee data.
• The 'Gig Economy' redeﬁning the workplace
The BCC deﬁnes the Gig economy as, “a labor market characterized by the prevalence of short term
contracts or freelance work, as opposed to permanent jobs.”
Having ﬂexible work provisions will drive a ﬁrm's employer value proposition, expand the candidate
talent pool and is great way of retaining highly valued employees.
Along with the other practices, all these recent trends point to having a better workplace and the
companies will have new challenges in making this possible, These practices will result in identifying
the right candidate resources, providing them with monetary and fringe beneﬁts, understanding
their needs and alignment of organizational goal with that of employee's personal goals, creating a
sense of ownership towards the organization, etc.they are likely to be rewarded by higher
productivity, greater employee loyalty, employee involvement and employee retention. It is
noteworthy that in the present times it is the employee and not the employer who is the King!
Rashmi L
BBA 2013-2016
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Cricket is my passion

to ﬁnish the game by taking man of the match
award,Yaay! Those days are treasured.

Cricket! It always gives me a pleasant smile
.Cricket is not a game but a religion. My
relationship with cricket and personal goals is
always a win-win relationship. I would rather
compromise on other unwanted things which all
the other group of youngsters would waste their
time in. I started my career in cricket during my
school days where the love towards it grew so
much deep that I would love to take it as my
career as well. I don't see cricket just as a game
which we would play on the grounds on
particular days and win or lose but it has
changed my life to setting goals in life and
making strategic plans to having a healthy
relationship with the fellow mates. I would also
like to thank RCASC for giving me right
o p p o r t u n i t i e s to re p re s e n t my co l l e g e
showcasing my talent.

Much to tell about my captaincy , I'm sure I have
set an example and motivated all my team mates
not just to dismiss the play after the innings but
to congratulate and retain the relationship of the
winning or losing team , I know we have to learn a
lot from the game. Every other match I played
has given me an immense pleasure and special
memory to carry with. Well, nevertheless I have
played for nationals, been to Mumbai , Chennai,
Vishakapatnam , as a captain I have represented
Ramaiah college in all India cricket Tournament
By Bangalore University and have brought in
many laurels.
Cricket is an emotion to me , all I would like to say
as a cricket player is love your game be it any
game which you would like to play for fun as well
as to learn, each individual interest may vary but
take any sport in your life that will make u a
better person with ﬁtness and good health to
live and be sportive where u emerge as a good
leader and as a great personality. Ending with
what I started- cricket is my passion and I am
also a black belt in Karate and my guru is my
father-my pride!

I would always tell myself to keep calm and love
cricket, sigh! I still remember a day when I had a
match against HCA during my under graduation
course and my parents had given a surprise visit
to see me playing and I was unaware but once I
hit a straight six which stroke straight reaching
them, I was overwhelmed seeing both of them
feeling proud by seeing me play that made me so
happy and motivated me so much that it lead me

Vinayak Khandare
BBA – 2014-2017

HEALTH AND FITNESS
Health and ﬁtness is the state of being healthy, both, physically
and mentally. We can deﬁne Health as the state of complete
mental, physical and social well-being of a person and Fitness
of any person as the ability to meet demands of the
environment.
There are various ways we can keep ourselves healthy and ﬁt if
we follow regularly the following:
• We should regularly involve in the daily physical exercises by
getting some time from our much hectic schedule. 30 to 60
minutes of exercise on daily basis or ﬁve to six times a week is
ideal for anybody to remain ﬁt.
• Healthy and clean food in right amount and at right time is
very necessary for a person to stay healthy and ﬁt. Healthy
nutrition with high-ﬁbre, low-fat, high protein, and rich source of vitamins and minerals is the key to
good health.
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• In order to get ﬁt and healthy, good sleeping
pattern is very necessary for any person. We
need to maintain a discipline in our daily routine
and focus on good sleeping pattern which must
start and end at right time. Taking quality sleep of
eight hours each night boosts our immune
system and helps in preventing cardiovascular
diseases as well as improves mood. Inadequate
sleeping pattern leads to the sleep disorders and
various mental disorders.
Health and ﬁtness is very important for people
who want to live a healthy life very happily and
peacefully. A healthy and ﬁt person is only
capable to live life to its fullest extent. We can say
a person healthy and ﬁt if he/she is physically and
mentally ﬁt. Physically and mentally ﬁt people
become less prone to the medical conditions.
Health and ﬁtness of any person helps in:

pressure, diabetes, coronary heart diseases,
colon cancer, osteoporosis, obesity, stroke,
breast cancer, etc).
•

Improves their conﬁdence level.

•

Heals injuries soon.

•

Helps to live longer by adding years to the life.

• Reduces stress, anxiety level, feelings of
depression and improves the quality of life.
I conclude this article by saying “Regular physical
activities and routine exercise is very necessary
for the people of all age group especially
younger generations. Put an end to all unhealthy
habits (Smoking, Drinking, etc) and start fresh.
Health and ﬁtness brings happiness in the life and
helps a person to live stress free and disease free
life.” “HEALTH IS WEALTH”
Akshith Nithin K J
BRM - 2013-2016

• Decreases the risk of diseases (high blood

A Letter to my teachers, as a
student and colleague
Dear Teachers,
I've been trying to write this for two days. I keep
writing and erasing, writing and erasing. Because
the truth is, I can't ﬁnd enough words of gratitude
for what it is you do for all of us on a daily basis.
I started to think back to my own years of
schooling and all of the amazing educators I was
fortunate enough to have. Every single one of
you were brilliant, even those that I didn't care
for, especially the ones I didn't care for because I
probably learned the most from you.
Your patience, your dedication, your passion. It
all resonated with me. I remember your names,
your faces, your messages, your encouragement,
your wisdom, your individual skill sets, your
special qualities that made you unique, your
ability to remember our names 10 to 20 years
later, your ability to show up for us.
You set me up for success to brave this world. You
paved the way for me and all of your students,
because that's what you signed up to do.
You chose your career on sheer selﬂessness. You
chose it on passion. You chose it based on the
love for children. The love to educate our youth
and to make them better. We are all keenly aware
that you didn't choose this path based on the
ﬁnancial reward.
You spend your own money on supplies; you
have very little free time in the evenings and on

weekends. You spend those hours grading
papers, answering parents, emails and texts,
planning, conferencing, organizing, thinking,
crafting.
In the most violent time in history, and you, dear
teachers, are raising a child right along with the
parents, carrying burdens that the parents
cannot fathom.
You spend more time with the children on a daily
basis than the parents do during the course of
the week. You know them better than the parents
do in some aspects. You have tasks so large that
the parents cannot reconcile in their minds as to
how you manage not only the personalities of 1560 students, but of their parents too.
So much stress, so much worry, so much anxiety,
so much thought process that already goes into
your daily grind. I cannot imagine how this all
feels to you right now.
I know we can do better together and we will but
in the meantime, teachers…thank you.
Thank you for showing up.
I will never have enough words of gratitude and
thankfulness.
You are true heroes. My words will never ﬁll that
statement with enough power.
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Harshini S
BBM -2010-2013
(Presently working as Assistant Professor,
BBA Dept, RCASC, Bangalore.)

BCA
Three years in Ramaiah has been a priv ilage , the amount
of experience I've had here is truly overwhelming, from
making new friends and building a faithful relationship
with our teachers to seeing myself do things that I
thought were beyond my potential , it has really been
amazing journey where I watched myself learn and grow
and these three years in Ramaiah shall be my fondest
memory for many years to come.
M U Muthanna
BCA -2014-2017

College days are the best days in one's life they
say and three years in MSRCASC just proved it to
be true.
I still remember the ﬁrst day I walked into my
classroom, my ﬁrst day of BCA, 80 new faces
and a teacher by the board teaching “C”. I was
clue less lost and everything possible but today I
have a thousand memories in that same college
which I cherish, which brings a smile on my face
each time I think about it.
I must admit to the fact that my lecturers did
play an important role to mold me and all my
batch mates to make us whatever we are today.
It all began with discipline and punctuality.
Making sure that we weren't late to class, if our
uniform was intact with IDs on and got into the
details of educating us and mastering our
course, but at the end all of them just put in their
best to prepare us for the future that back then
we were clueless about.
I just want to say a huge THANK YOU to all my
teachers for guiding me on those tiny steps to
success.
MS Ramaiah College Of Arts Science and
Commerce gave the exposure to make a
decision of what we want in life and taught us to
face the real world with conﬁdence. From
education to sports and extracurricular
activities, everything was open to all of us to
explore the talent in us. And ﬁnally placements
which came to us at the end of 3 years and told
“Hey! It's time to get real”.

about college? They
just made it more
emotional when it
was time for us to
leave. It just feels
like 3 years weren't
enough and I
probably want to be
stuck in a time loop
for those 3 years of
my life only because
of my friends who
made it the best for
me. Attending classes'every day, looking at the
time to see when our break was or probably
catch up on a movie. To ﬁnishing assignments,
trying so hard to maintain 75% attendance,
working on projects and ﬁnally studying, only at
the last minute still hoping we score good marks
in exams. Post which we told ourselves that the
next exam we would study way in advance and
not hush up at the end and that's how 6
semesters was done.
I miss those days and I wish I could go back to it.
I'd like to thank all my lecturers. I am not going to
mention names but they know who they are. I
have immense respect and gratitude towards all
of them for going that extra mile only to see us
do well in life.
At last I want to thank this esteemed institution
for bringing out the best version of myself.
Priyanka B S
BCA -2014-2017

How can I not talk about friends when I speak
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It gives me immense pleasure to cherish my Experience at MSRCASC,
MSRCASC made a big impression on my life, Without
education, there is no independence because you have
cornered yourself into a hole,and you will never be able to do
what you want to do .If you do not get education all doors
close. I consider Mys elf fortunate enough to have been
studied in MSRCASC .
I developed a passion for education and great work ethic
from my lecturers, My Passion to see the world was fostered
at MSRCASC, It was a journey which has enhanced my
personality and groomed me at many phases. Meanwhile this journey i felt Love,
care,guidance and lots more. I was rewarded the Academic Excellence award and Best
Outgoing Student Award for batch 2014 and this has urged me to perform better in
everything I do .
My Sincere and heartfelt thanks to all the Lecturers of Biotechnology and Genetics
department for all the love and Support Provided to me throughout my time in MSRCASC.
Padma Shree K
(B.Sc Genetics, 2011-2014)
FBA Investigation Specialist-AMAZON

My Memory

continue to build on budding career.
'I'd like to continue to gain a higher level of
expertise in depth of Science, and to forge a
career that takes me places and gives me many
diﬀerent experiences.

Request for penning
down memories is very
te m p t i n g . To u g h e st
part is self imposed
restriction for keeping it
short. Graduating from
the M.S.Ramaiah
College of Arts, Science
& Commerce in 2013, there were a number of
reasons why I enjoyed my time at college so
much. The close attention given to me by staﬀ
made it feel like I was never lost amongst the rest
of the students and I always felt very
comfortable approaching staﬀ. My course has
given me the skills and knowledge across the
broad base of Biotechnology, while also
allowing me to customise my degree so that I
could study those subjects I was most interested
in, like Microbiology. I learnt a great deal about
communicating with a range of people, and
gained conﬁdence and experience as an
independent individual.

'The friendly 'smallness' of the campus that
MSRCASC oﬀers is great, I miss College
activities that I handled.
Sports day use to be fun , I was lucky as I was
from a very strong team of Bsc whether its,
cricket or Carom anything.
I believe you should be technically strong on
whatever u learn in college as it matters in the
professional life. Keep an attitude positive one
“ Harsha Bhogle says - 70 % of Talent and 100 %
of attitude makes you a gr8 Manager , but 100%
talent and no positive attitude may end u up no
where”
Had very good experience at college, wish to get
back that days back.
A very best to all of you. And Keep Smiling.
Shashank. S. Sarma
BSc 2010-2013

As for the immediate future, I'm determined to
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Happiness is Remembering College
days
College days ﬁlls maximum colours to life
journey in the form of lessons.No matter where I
am
always I miss my college
campus,lovableteacher,dearest friends and
numerous.Those were sweet memories that I
miss throughout my life.I had ma best three
years of journey in Ramaiah.
The ﬁrst day when i stepped in it was like i am in a
new world,new teachers, new friends, new
campus everything was new.But as the days
passed i was very much happy.The teaching was
excellent our teachers supported us very much
in studies.They were very friendly to us which
made us comfortable.They even supported in
activities which was held in and out of the
campus they guided us to their full.Their words
inspired us in avhieving something.The fest in the
college is so memorable that even today i feel

that coming back to Ramaiah.Each and every
day i have made many memorable moments
which makes me reacall them again and again.I
miss my teachers and especially one of ma
favourite teacher Pratibha Mam I miss u so
much.Because of ma teacher guidelines i have
taken prizes in power point presentation and
poster making where i learnt new things which
helps do it more better the next time thankyou
for that.I got a dearest friends who loves me very
much.Well lastly all i wanted to say is i had my
beautiful journey in my college all because of my
lovable teachers and good friends i miss my
college.Thankyou for giving me an oppurtunity
to share my experience an making my memories
cherrishable.

Shashank.S.Sarma
BSc 2014-2017
(presently pursing MSc in biotechnology in
Bangalore University)

THE JACKS OF ALL TRADES
It was my ﬁrst day at college and I was asked why
I chose BA, after realizing that I was a student
from Science Background. I would tell them how
much I loved the combination of the subjects
and how much excited I was to explore my
course and curriculum. I think its high time that
we need to break the stereotype that looks
down upon BA and labels BA to be a loser's
choice all the time. I think that BA, especially JEP,
at least for me is very special. Its a combination
of three Vivid subjects. I equally loved
Journalism, English and psychology. These
subjects are bound to expand your thought
s p e c t r u m a n d g i ve yo u a ve r y u n i q u e
perspective about your life and world around
you. However, I ended up Bunking classes and I
regret doing it a lot. And I, ﬁrmly believe that
there is a need for change in the way we are
being taught as well.

diﬀerent career that other courses would have
not. Whether you start the course with a choice
or in a confused state of mind, it has something
in the store for everyone. You could be
Investigative Journalist, busting the secrets
behind biggest of the crimes. Or you could be a
therapist healing people's mental ailments or a
passionate Teacher spreading the love of
literature to your students. Or could be an
entrepreneur. These are just to name a few, there
is an ocean of opportunities waiting to be
explored.

I guess this is one among the very few courses
that each core subject oﬀers you an entirely
diﬀerent career. And that's what I liked a lot
about this course. Today, when I look back, I feel
that choosing BA was one of the best things I
have ever done in my life. Firstly, it oﬀered me a

Above all the academic excellence, there are
many things to be learnt to get ready for the
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journey in the real world outside. And I believe
that, only the right attitude can take you to the
places you want to go. Drop all your beliefs and
start afresh. Be ﬂexible. Read more, learn more.
Th e m o re yo u l e a r n t h e m o re yo u a re
empowered. Vision and Knowledge are the
things that draw a distiction between a leader
and the rest. Remember that all your emotions
and feelings are your energies. The more you
keep your emotions in harmony the more
harmony you feel around yourself. Remember
that all your happiness and miseries are

outcomes of your decisions and you have all the
ability to chose and access what you want. What
you think is what you become. And there are
many Neuroscience Researches that prove the
statement. The mind creates your reality and you
have all the capabilities to control your mind.
Remember, the one who can conquer the self
can conquer the world.

Ajay Bhavasara
BA 2012- 2015 batch

TIME MACHINE; TAKE ME BACK TO MY UG LIFE!
A girl with stage fear and not so conﬁdent climbed the steps of Ramaiah college and
believe me, that was the end of her low self-esteem mode in life, this is Apeksha S from the
batch of 2014-17 who pursued her under graduation in BA Journalism, Psychology and
Optional English and surprisingly she remembers her register number (14kua81005)too :P.
After my PU I was in a dilemma as to what to take
up next and I found my interest which is media and
Ramaiah was my ﬁrst choice. I was initially very shy
and reserved but after my ﬁrst semester I really
opened myself and participated in many activities
including cultural, sports,

academics and the

awards that I got boosted up my conﬁdence to a
great extent. My teachers were more like friends
who were my backbone for these three years as
they encouraged me in every step and I owe them
everything I have achieved till date. I have
experienced almost
everything from getting screwed for my mistakes
to hosting fests to excelling in academics. I am
currently pursuing my PG at Christ University but I
miss everything about this college now, the
peaceful classes, imposition for coming late to class, the unforgettable fests, festival
celebrations, IT canteen, our department and the list goes on…if I ever get a chance to get
back in time I would choose to go back to my UG life. I dreamt of becoming a successful
journalist and thanks to RamaiahCollegefor letting me follow my dream and for helping me
become the conﬁdent “me”.

Apeksha Bharadwaj
BA 2014-17 Batch
17

Rank Holder

Ms. Moumita Maji
1st Rank in M.Sc Biotechnology
and Gold Medal winner

Ms. Saileyee Roychowdhury
1st Rank in Applied Genetics
and Gold Medal winner

Nirupa Bhramaramba S
B.Sc Gold Medal Winner 1

Ramya J.N
B.Sc Gold Medal Winner 2

Poojitha S Pai
B.Sc Gold Medal Winner 3

Lakshmi N
B.Sc Gold Medal Winner 4

Jeeva Raj
2nd Rank in M.Sc Microbiology

Mrs. Sadika Banu
2nd Rank in Applied Genetics

K Sindhu
BU MBA 2nd Rank

Ms. Somashree Das
3rd Rank in M.Sc Biotechnology

Swapana Shivanand
M.Sc BC 5th Rank JPG
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Photo Gallery

Msc –Bioblooms posters

MSc (BC) – Bioblooms – Poster awards

Msc – Co-curricular (cultural)

MBA – Dept. Activity

MBA – Management Fest

MBA – Management Fest

MBA – Freshers Day

BCA - Club Activities
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BCA-Seminar on “International Certiﬁcations in Software”
(DBA, Sun certiﬁcation, Microsoft certiﬁcation) by NIIT on
12th July 2014. It was conducted by Mr. Biplav Mehata

BBA –Rashmi, Article by Alumni

Seminar on “.Net Technology using C# “ by
DHS Informatics on 30th July 2014. Seminar given by
G. Sarvana Rajan, Chief Executive Oﬃcer

This is Bharath, alumni student of BCom,
who made Limca World Record in slow bike race.

BBA –Workshop for I year BBA Celebration

BBA – Alumni Meet March 2017

BBA – Graduation Day

BBA – Industrial Visit

BBA – Wishing principal on New year

BBA – Guest Lecture
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